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Teaching for Learning policy

We aim to help our children develop a genuine and deep Love for learning and 

personal growth. Staff show Love through their passion and professional 

commitment for teaching and the children’s learning and progress. We show 

Forgiveness in the way we learn from mistakes and Hope through the high 

expectations we have for every child and the way we strive for the best for all 

children. 

The teaching and learning at Cornerstone is a key element of “Growing an 

Inspirational Learning Community”. This has been defined by children and staff as:

Together, igniting a love of learning

Encouraging and empowering partnerships

Nurturing a Growth Mindset



Teaching for Learning policy

Aims

Learners are active and increasingly empowered partners in their learning journey. 

Staff are activators of learning and promote a “Growth Mindset”. Rich engaging 

learning experiences challenge all learners and relevant contexts make learning 

meaningful for them. Mastery and fluency of key knowledge, understanding and 

skills is balanced with opportunities to deepen and enrich their thinking.

- All learners (and groups) achieve End of Year Expectations

- All learners (and groups) make sustained progress and develop depth of 

understanding

- All learners are empowered partners in their learning to grow as people who are: 

confident, responsible, empathetic, resilient, reflective, open-minded, fulfilled and 

happy.



Teaching for Learning Foundations

1. Learning Aim

2. Success Criteria

3. Challenge all

4. Continuous Diagnostic Assessment

5. Mastery & Enrichment

6. Feedback (Feed forward)

7. Questions & Learning Journey Prompts

8. Engaged & purposeful

9. Prompts & Scaffolds

10. Precise interactive inputs

11. Discuss & reflect

12. Learning Walls

13. Regular drips



•

Learning

Starting lessons

Building up our learning

Examples

What helps us learn



Inspirational Teaching and Learning

As a school we define Inspirational (better than Good) 

teaching and learning as:

- Irresistible, challenging and promotes choice

- Empowers all to be the best they can be

- Collaborative, encourages curiosity and self-discovery, and 

transforms lives



Inspirational Outcomes

As a school we define Inspirational (better than Good) 

Outcomes as:

- Positive, caring, hard-working, balanced and wise people

- Sustained and substantial progress with attainment above LA 

and National

- Aspirational, courageous, self-fulfilled, collaborative and 

reflective learners



National Curriculum

Year group based (not levels)
English: Y1, Y2, LKS2, UKS2

Maths: separate year groups

Reading Writing Maths

Word reading

Comprehension

Spelling

Handwriting

Composition

Vocabulary, grammar & 

punctuation

Number & Place Value

Addition & Subtraction

Multiplication & Division

Fractions, Decimals & Percentages

Measurement

Shape
Statistics

Ratio & Proportion

Algebra



National Curriculum

Subjects:

- Science

- Computing

- RE

- Art

- Design and Technology

- Geography

- History

- Languages (French)

- Music

- PE

- PSHE



Learning Quests

We have developed our own version of Project 
Based Learning. Learning Quests link to the 

concept of learning being a personal and 

interpersonal journey and our development of TRIP 

for our Learning Powers.

We are all working together on a Learning Quest, a 

journey to grow our learning, use our powers and 

reach points in our quest when we feel we have 
achieved something, reached a milestone, made 

a discovery, done some difficult thinking, learnt 

something new and maybe found out something 

for ourselves.



Learning Quests

1. Hook

2. Questions

3. Finding Out

4. My Time

5. Check our learning

6. Celebration



Learning Powers



Learning Powers

Why we think these are important



Assessment

Clear precise Learning Aim and Success Criteria.

Continuous Diagnostic Assessment:
Diagnose: insight into learners: identify thinking, 

misconceptions, gaps.

Frequent and low risk.

Provide struggle to provoke misconceptions.



Assessment Journeys

1. Apprentice. The learner has some understanding and can manage to 

achieve it some of the time independently.

2. Mastery of End of Year Expectations. The learner has mastered the 

objective at the end of year standard. They know it, understand it, can 

explain it and demonstrate it through their work. They are independently 

accurate.

3. Deep Learning Expert. The learner can apply their mastery accurately, 

fluently, flexibly and effectively in a range of contexts. Evaluating its use and 

creating new learning and links to current understanding.



Assessment Journeys

Each class:

- Reading, writing and maths

- Foundation subjects



Feedback


